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SECTION 6.1 : FILE SETUP - NEW DOCUMENT

Artboard Size
Set the UNITS to Millimeters and make the Artboard either
the size of (1)the Printer or (2) your sheet size
e.g. If you are booked on printers 3-7, you will make your
artboard 1000mm x 700mm
Colour Mode
Select ‘Advanced Options’ and set the Colour Mode to
RGB Colour

Alternatively, when opening an existing document for laser
cutting, ensure your artboard dimensions match the laser
cutter maximum bed dimensions

Select the ‘Artboard Tool ’
Modify the size of your artboard
e.g. If you are booked on printers 3-7, you will make
your artboard 1000mm x 700 mm

Colour Mode

SECTION 6.2 : FILE SETUP - COLOUR MODE

File -> Document Colour Mode -> RGB Colour
Select ‘RGB Color’ if it is not already in this mode.

Colour Mode

Highlight your Artwork and select the Paint Pallette,
click more options and check that all elements in the
Artwork are RGB.
if the option for RGB is greyed out, you must open a
NEW document, set the Colour Mode to RGB Colour and
then copy your artwork across to the new document.

SECTION 6.3 : FILE SETUP - COLOUR SETTINGS
To ensure your colour settings are correct, select all the
lines of one function / colour.

Colour Settings

This can be done quickly by selecting ONE object then;
Select -> Same -> Same Color

Double click the current stroke colour (1) to open the
colour picker

Colour Settings

2 Ensure your colours are correct. If they are not correct
modify the R,G & B values and click OK
Once you have done this, reopen the colour picker and
ensure your new colour values have been saved. If your
RGB values have shifted, re-check that you are using the
RGB Document Colour Mode
Repeat this step for all Cut, Engrave and Etch functions

SECTION 6.4 : FILE SETUP - STROKEWEIGHT + STYLE
To ensure your stroke settings are correct, select all lines
of the one function / colour.

Strokeweight + Style

This can be done quickly by selecting one line then;
Select -> Same -> Same Color

Strokeweight + Style

In order to successfully laser cut, your stroke settings must
match the following.
Strokeweight is 0.01mm
Strokeprofile is Uniform
3 Opacity is 100%

SECTION 6.5 : GOOD PRACTICE - GROUPED OBJECTS
Select all objects & navigate to the ‘Object’ menu

Grouped Objects

Select ‘Ungroup’
If there are multiple groups within your file use the
keyboard short-cut repeatedly to quickly ungroup

Grouped Objects

Once all groups have been removed the ‘Ungroup’ option
will be greyed out.

SECTION 6.6 : GOOD PRACTICE - CLIPPING MASK
Select all objects and navigate to the ‘Object’ menu

This will release the clipping mask. If there are multiple
clipping masks within your file, use the keyboard short-cut
repeatedly to quickly unmask
Once this has been done, check to see if groups are now
present within your file.

Clipping Mask

Clipping Mask

Select ‘Clipping Mask’ > ‘Release’

Once all clipping masked have been released the
‘released’ option will be greyed out.

SECTION 6.7 : GOOD PRACTICE - COMPOUND PATHS
Select all objects and navigate to the Object menu

This is will release the Compound Path. Once this has
been done, check to see if groups are now present within
your file.
If there are multiple Compound Paths within your file use
the keyboard short-cut repeatedly to quickly release paths

Compound Paths

Compound Paths

Select Compound Path > Release

Once all compound paths have been released+++ the
‘release’ option will be greyed out.

SECTION 6.8 : GOOD PRACTICE - DASHED STROKE

Select the dashed lines present in the file and navigate to
the ‘Option’ menu

Dashed Stroke

Dashed Stroke

When dashed strokes are present in a file they cannot be
engraved. They will need to be converted to a shape and
etched.

Select ‘Expand Appearance’

Dashed Stroke

Dashed Stroke

Navigate to the ‘Option’ menu again

Select ‘Expand’

SECTION 6.8 : GOOD PRACTICE - DASHED STROKE

Dashed Stroke

Once the dialog box appears..

Select ‘Stroke’ only & click ‘OK’
This will expand your stroke into a fill.

Dashed Stroke

You will now need to change the fill colour to BLACK as
this shape will now be etched.

Use the fill palete to open the colour picker and select
0,0,0 BLACK

SECTION 6.8 : GOOD PRACTICE - DASHED STROKE

Dashed Stroke

Once the shape has been expanded,
Right click on the dashed line

Select ‘Ungroup’

Dashed Stroke

again,
Right click on the dashed line

Select ‘Release Compound Path’

Dashed Stroke

SECTION 6.8 : GOOD PRACTICE - DASHED STROKE

Click on part of your dashed line and ensure it has been
separated into individual objects.
If the line appears to be grouped follow the ungrouping
section of this guide

SECTION 6.9 : GOOD PRACTICE - FLOATING POINTS
Firstly, ensure all objects you wish to laser cut have the
correct colour values. Then,

Floating Points

Using the ‘New Layer’ Tool,
Create 3 layers;
Engrave
Etch
Cut
This will aid in the “cleaning up” of your file

Select one line or fill, then use illustrator’s selection tool to
select all similar objects.

Floating Points

Select > Same > Same Color

*In this example 255 Red Strokes have been selected.

SECTION 6.9 : GOOD PRACTICE - FLOATING POINTS
Move all selected objects to the correct layer.

Floating Points

This can be done by dragging the square in the layer
panel FROM the CURRENT LAYER to the DESIRED
LAYER.
*In this example all 255 Red cut Strokes have been
moved to the ‘Cut’ Layer
Repeat these steps for each of the 3 laser functions

Floating Points

Turn off layer visibility for the Cut, Etch & Engrave layers

Select all objects on the base layer & delete all

SECTION 6.9 : GOOD PRACTICE - FLOATING POINTS

Outside Artboard

If artwork exceeds the boundary of the Artboard there may
be issues printing.
To Avoid this, select all artwork outside the artboard and
either;
- Delete the Objects
- Hide Objects (Objects -> Hide -> Selection)
- Move objects to a new layer & turn off layer

SECTION 6.10 : GOOD PRACTICE - COLOURS OTHER THAN 255 RED, 255 BLUE & BLACK
To view all the colours present in your illustrator file select
all objects then

Other Colours

Select the ‘Recolor Artwork’ tool
This can also be found under;
File > Edit Colors > Recolor Artwork

Other Colours

This will show you all the documents colours. If you would
like to inspect the colour further double click the ‘New’
swatch.

If there are any colours present that are NOT Red, Black
or Blue, click Cancel and proceed with the following

SECTION 6.10 : GOOD PRACTICE - COLOURS OTHER THAN 255 RED, 255 BLUE & BLACK

Other Colours

Firstly, ensure all objects you wish to laser cut have the
correct colour values. Then,
Using the ‘New Layer’ Tool,
Create 3 layers;
Engrave
Etch
Cut
This will aid in the “cleaning up” of your file

Select one line or fill, then use illustrator’s selection tool to
select all similar objects.

Other Colours

Select > Same > Same Color

*In this example 255 Red Strokes have been selected.

SECTION 6.10 : GOOD PRACTICE - COLOURS OTHER THAN 255 RED, 255 BLUE & BLACK
Move all selected objects to the correct layer.

Other Colours

This can be done by dragging the square in the layer
panel FROM the CURRENT LAYER to the DESIRED
LAYER.
*In this example all 255 Red cut Strokes have been
moved to the ‘Cut’ Layer
Repeat these steps for each of the 3 laser functions

Other Colours

Turn off layer visibility for the Cut, Etch & Engrave layers

Select all objects on the base layer & delete all

SECTION 6.11 : GOOD PRACTICE - TEXT
Select ALL Text in your file.

Navigate to the ‘Type’ menu

Text

Select ‘Create Outlines’
This will convert your text glyphs into vector objects

You will now need to ungroup the text objects.
Navigate to the object menu

Text

Select ‘Ungroup’

SECTION 6.12 : GOOD PRACTICE - SUPERIMPOSED LINES

Superimposed Layers

Superimposed lines will always be registered by the laser
cutter and will be cut / etched / engraved as many times
as the object appears in your file.
Often superimposed lines can be detected by eye as these
lines will appear darker or thicker.
The easiest way to remove superimposed lines is to return
to your CAD software and use an OVERKILL or SelDup
command.
In illustrator you will need to remove duplicate lines
manually or try the below method.

Select all of the duplicate objects then shift click the top
object to deselect it

Superimposed Layers

Press delete to remove underlying objects.
*Note, this will not always be of assistance

SECTION 6.13: FILE CHECKLIST
This handy checklist is included to help you identify issues you may encounter while preparing your file in Illustrator. The items highlighted in red are examples of errors that are easily
identified and must be rectified prior to starting your cutting job.
It is strongly recommended that you browse the table and double check that you have followed correct procedure - as this can save much time and prevent unnecessary stress!

So please check if...

FILE PREP CHECKLIST

Yes
There
There
There
There
There
There
There
There
There

No

are NO Groups present within the file?
are NO Clipping Masks present within the file?
are NO Compound Paths present within the file?
are NO Dashed / Dotted lines present within the file?
are NO Floating Points present within your file?
are NO Artwork exceeding the artboard?
are NO Colours other than 255 Red, 255 Blue and Black present within your file?
is NO Text present within your file?
are NO Superimposed lines present within your file?

1
RECTIFY

FILE PREP CHECKLIST

Yes
There
There
There
There
There
There
There
There
There

are NO Groups present within the file?
are NO Clipping Masks present within the file?
are NO Compound Paths present within the file?
are NO Dashed / Dotted lines present within the file?
are NO Floating Points present within your file?
are NO Artwork exceeding the artboard?
are NO Colours other than 255 Red, 255 Blue and Black present within your file?
is NO Text present within your file?
are NO Superimposed lines present within your file?

No
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PROCEED

